
Exercise 2 | Motivation

Max Pellert

IS 616: Large Scale Data Analysis and Visualization
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Anscombe, F. J. (1973). Graphs in Statistical Analysis. The
American Statistician, 27(1), 17–21.
https://doi.org/10.1080/00031305.1973.10478966
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https://doi.org/10.1080/00031305.1973.10478966


“Anscombes quartett” shows that

sometimes (or better always) you

need to visualize!

Never forget about nonlinearity! (e.g. no relationship
according to measures such Pearson correlation but possibly
many functional relationships that are not linear)
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https://github.com/jwyg/awesome-data-journalism
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Data Journalism

A weekly series: 

…

https://gijn.org/series/top-10-data-
journalism-links/

https://www.nytimes.com/section/upshot

https://www.spiegel.de/thema/daten/

https://www.nzz.ch/visuals
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https://clauswilke.com/dataviz/
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Data Visualization Books

Roger D. Peng & Elizabeth Matsui: The Art of Data Science
( )

Kieran Healy: Data Visualization
( )

Winston Chang: ggplot2 cookbook (
)

Jake VanderPlas: Python Data Science Handbook
( )

BBC Data Journalism team (

)

https://bookdown.org/rdpeng/artofdatascience/

https://socviz.co/index.html

http://www.cookbook-
r.com/Graphs/

https://jakevdp.github.io/PythonDataScienceHandbook/

https://medium.com/bbc-visual-
and-data-journalism/how-the-bbc-visual-and-data-
journalism-team-works-with-graphics-in-r-ed0b35693535
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Vector vs bitmap (pixel-based)

graphics

General rule: always save your plots as vector graphics!

Usually it works best if you save them as PDF files

Exception to the rule may be plots with a very large number
of elements (for example scatterplots of many rows): it can
make sense to rasterize those elements to get smaller files
that can be handled more easily

I you have to use bitmap files (png, jpeg, …) make sure to save
them with enough DPI (>300)
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Inkscape

“Inkscape is professional quality vector graphics software”
that was developed by many different people over time

This can lead to idiosyncracies that are often the result of
historical artefacts

A very steep learning curve in the beginning

But you don’t need to master all of it

It’s very powerful for often occurring small tasks, for example
moving a legend to the right place

Playing around with Inkscape can lead to new insights in how
to transmit most information using the “least ink”
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Use the remaining time to

Think of visualizations that made an impression on you (from
scientific papers, data journalism, blog posts, …)

Select one really good example and keep a note on it

This example should serve as a motivating example that you
return to during the course (for example to judge it according
to information design principles that we will discuss)
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Use the remaining time to

Write down you personal motivation for the course in a few
sentences

Find a data set with more than 10 000 and less than 100 000
rows that you want to study

Prepare reasons why exactly that data and what you expect
to find in it, outline research questions
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